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Transport and immersion of 5 tunnel elements
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Project information

Client:  Van Oord Ireland Ltd.
Duration:  2 years
Date of completion:  October 2008
Contract value (EUR):  € 8.151.000,00 (exclusive VAT)

Description of the activities

Design and engineering of the temporary works. Preparations and execution  
of floatation, transport and immersion of 5 tunnel elements in the Shannon,  
Limerick, Ireland.

Details

Type:  Traffic tunnel with 2x2 carriage ways
Length immersed section:  500 meters
Total amount of elements:  5
Element measurements:  TE01 ~ TE05 (LxBxH) = 100 x 25,25 x 8,55m 
Depth:  21 meters
Achieved placing tolerances:  vertical: +/- 35 mm, horizontal: +/- 35 mm
Foundation:  Sandflow

Specific information

The 5 tunnel elements of the Shannon tunnel in Limerick were constructed at the same time in a casting basin situated in the 
northern approach, the 1st element was situated nearest to the river and the 5th was furthest away from it. After completion of 
the tunnel elements the basin was flooded and the elements were kept on the bottom of the basin by filling the ballast tanks. 

The immersions were done at a rate of one element per week and were strongly dependent on the tidal window. The tidal 
water level difference could be up to 5,5m at spring tide. Therefor floatation and immersion had to be done in one session, 
if not the tunnel elements would run aground in the casting basin at low water. For the last tunnel element special attention 
was required because of the large transport distance. To gain time this element was temporary immersed on its secondary 
supports at a distance of 1,5m from its final position. The two rear support pins were extracted and the element was set 
down by the lowering water level. At upcoming tide the element floated up again and the final immersion continued. In final 
position the rear end of this fifth element protruded above water at low water.

Linked to the large tidal water level differences were the high current flows at the immersion site. A transversal winching 
system was used to keep the tunnel elements in place. Because of environmental issues, the transverse winches could not 
be located on the banks at a larger distance of the construction side. They were located on a platform near the cofferdam of 
the casting basins and the wires were redirected towards the tunnel elements by anchor points in the river.

The foundation of the Limerick tunnel was created by sand flowing and a dry closure joint was created so the northern 
approach could be built directly connected to the last tunnel element.
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